Kasi's Patriot Infrared Truck System

With its compact cab-over design, the Kasi Patriot delivers the equipment and functionality normally available only on larger infrared truck systems. One chassis features a 48-square-foot infrared pavement heater, 2- or 4-ton capacity asphalt reclaimer, large tool storage area, compactor compartment and dumping waste bin. Propane tanks are tucked safely under the reclaimer doors.

The Patriot includes a 30-gallon water tank and runs on a 12-volt battery system that can be recharged directly from the vehicle. Hydraulics control the movement of compactors and chamber operation. A flashing LED signal alerts the operator when the asphalt is heated to the appropriate temperature. For more information, visit www.kasinfared.com.

Powerscreen's Scalping And Screening Plant

The new, highly mobile Powerscreen Horizon 5163 precision scalping and screening plant can produce up to 600 tons per hour of high specification products, such as natural and crushed aggregates, crushed and recycled concrete, and asphalt. The triple-shaft mechanism can be adjusted to give a range of amplitudes and G forces, and operators can control and change the rate of material flow over the screen. The machine, which features wide walkways and four integral hydraulically folding stockpile conveyors, can be set up in 30 minutes. For more information, visit www.tenex.com.

Reserve Your Spot Now for the 27th IRMI Construction Risk Conference!

Where Contractors, Owners, and Insurers Come Together for Risk Management Strategies

Orlando World Center
Marriott Resort
October 29-November 1, 2007

Don't wait—the last two Conferences have sold out!

- Intensive Learning Environment
  Learn proven strategies to reduce premiums, improve safety programs, and structure insurance clauses at 28 in-depth workshops.

- Develop a Problem-Solving Network
  Meet and get to know the top risk managers, agents, brokers, underwriters, and advisers serving the construction industry (more than 1,500 attendees are expected).